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About This Game

8-Bit Adventures: The Forgotten Journey Remastered Edition is a retro-styled JRPG with polish and personality, that
focuses less on references (although there are plenty!) and more on telling a story...
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Stop me if you’ve heard this one before.
A Warrior, a Thief, and a Mage go on a journey

to save the world by collecting three elemental treasures.
What’s that? You’ve heard it all before?

Tell me then…what happens next?

Join 3 unlikely heroes on a quest to save their world from a threat unlike any other!

Featuring:

  Classic Story with a Unique Twist!

  Vibrant, 8-Bit Inspired Graphics.

  Genuine NES-like Music with Retro Charm.

  Explore a vast world, packed with monsters, treasure, and more!

  Fly an Airship, Pilot a Snowcraft, or Travel by Whirlwind!

  Colour-based Element System adds an extra layer of Strategy to Battles.

  Discover Engaging Characters, and People with Personality.

  Enjoy an old school adventure!

Credits:
Created by: Joshua Hallaran

Music by: Carfonu
Character Art by: Jerram Fahey

Promotional Artwork by: MingLuke
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I typically read the negative reviews before purchasing a game. I found there were only 6, none of which really explain why the
game was good or bad. One guy b!tched about misspellings (which is rampant in many games, especially RPG Maker games). I
found a few, but you can tell the creator is an actual adult with the capability to use correct grammer and context. I have played
RPG Maker games where the dialogue was an adolescent nightmare. This was not at all the case.

One other person complained about the graphics...really? Considering this is a game with a sole purpose to be a nostalgic 8-bit
rpg, it is exactly what you would pay for. It is exactly what is proposes: a light-hearted 8-bit rpg that gives tribute to a time when
console rpg's were simple, protagonistic, and fun, with a few tropes woven in that are not obvious.

As disappointing as my experiences have been with RPG Makers games, this is one I am glad I played. It is very
straightforward, well written, and the combat system is unique, making the player have to think about their moves instead of just
hitting "X" every fight. The creator seemed to actually care about what he was creating, and it shows.. An instant favorite. This
game really scratches the itch for old 8-bit RPGs similar to Final Fantasy and Dragon's Quest for the NES. It's a tribute to these
types of games, and original in its own right. The story, gameplay, and progression flows smoothly without any grinding
required. I only had to consult a walk-through a couple of times to figure out where to go next. Highly recommended if you
enjoy old-school RPGs.
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